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bstract

Reliability of SOFC stacks is a complex and key issue. This paper presents a simulation study including some degradation processes, namely
nterconnect degradation and the anode reoxidation potential. Quantification for these phenomena has been included in a repeat element model to
imulate stack degradation and study the influence of design and operating parameters on the degradation.

Interconnect degradation is based on Wagner’s law for oxide scale growth, parameters applying to metallic interconnects used in planar SOFCs
re used. Anode reoxidation is modeled by thermodynamic equilibrium which allows identification of the operating conditions where the anode is
ikely to be reoxidized.
Simulations have been carried out for a large number of cases at different current density, fuel utilization and furnace temperature, for two
ifferent stack designs (base case and modified design). Using an appropriate criterion to express degradation, all these cases point to a clear
rade-off between interconnect degradation and local temperature. The base case design is likely to be exposed to anode reoxidation.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Lifetime of the systems is a major issue for SOFCs towards
ommercial use. Lifetime is limited by the risk of failure of the
tacks or system components. Failure of components is not the
nly problem since degradation of stack and cell performance
s observed during long term operation. This decline in per-
ormance is related to the different physicochemical processes
aking place in the repeat element components.

Some of these processes are well identified while others are
till being discussed. Operating conditions, in terms of furnace
emperature, current density and cell potential, seem to have
n influence on the degradation rate but this is not fully identi-
ed. In a stack, degradation is not homogeneous on the whole
ctive cell surfaces, and considering that degradation phenom-

na are cumulated, the degradation behavior measured in stacks
s difficult to interpret. Simulation of degradation could provide
nsight. Among the possible processes, we selected those which
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re sufficiently well characterized and understood to be included
n a model. In this work, interconnect degradation is considered.

The paper first summarizes degradation processes and the
ossibility of simulating them in a repeat element model is
valuated. Then, a model for metal interconnect degradation is
ntroduced leading to simulation results for repeat element and
tack long term operation. The influences of operating condi-
ions and design options have been included.

. Degradation phenomena

Aging of the different materials composing a SOFC stack
ccurs intrinsically at SOFC operating temperatures. Depending
n the component, different phenomena combine to modify the
aterials properties and microstructure, with the common effect

f decreasing the electrochemical performance of the stack.

.1. Electrode and electrolyte degradation
For electrodes, different phenomena are recognized. Impu-
ities tend to aggregate at the triple phase boundary (TPB) and
rain size tends to grow. On the cathode side, new phases can be

mailto:diego.larrain@a3.epfl.ch
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Fig. 1. Scheme representing the oxide scale formed at the interface between the
interconnect and the cathode. The thickness and conductivity of the oxide scale
are considered in the model.

Table 1
Composition of the tested interconnects

Crofer22 T458

Cr 22.5 18.25
Fe Bal Bal
C 0.03 0.009
Al 0.1 0.03
Mn 0.5 0.4
Si 0.5 0.55
Ti 0.2 0.1
La 0.2 –
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roduced at the interface with the electrolyte for LSM cathodes
1–3]. LSF cathodes, which are used more recently in the inter-
ediate temperature range, are subject to diffusion of Zr cations

rom the electrolyte [4], thus reducing their electronic conductiv-
ty. Microstructural changes have been reported for LSM cath-
des under load [5]. Similar studies for LSF cathodes are not yet
ublished. On the anode side, nickel sintering causes a decrease
n TPB length [6,7]. The purity of starting powders has an influ-
nce on the impurity formation at the TPB [8]. Mobility of nickel
an be attributed to formation of Ni(OH)2 at high pH2O [6].

No reliable quantification for the degradation of electrodes
s available. Degradation is dependent on the primary materials
nd the manufacturing procedures.

The commonly used 8YSZ electrolyte is known to exhibit a
ecrease in conductivity with time [9–11] that is explained by the
hase transformation from cubic to tetragonal [10]. Degradation
s ca. 25% in the first 1000 h of operation for the temperature
ange of 950 ◦C/1000 ◦C, then the rate of degradation drops [11].
ifferences in reported degradation rates could be explained
y the different starting materials and manufacturing processes.
oreover, the available data on degradation concern pure elec-

rolyte material while for anode supported cells the electrolyte
s subject to a contamination with nickel which has a significant
ffect on the conductivity behavior [12]. The data available on
he electrolyte are not sufficient to be implemented in a model
s neither the dependence with temperature nor the modification
f the behavior with impurities is identified.

Degradation of electrodes and electrolytes cannot yet be
mplemented in a model as the phenomena are neither fully
nderstood nor quantified.

.2. Metallic interconnect degradation

For metallic interconnects, high temperature conditions
nduce the growth of an oxide scale on the surface of the intercon-
ect [13]. This oxide scale has poorer conductive properties than
he metal and therefore the contact resistance between the current
ollectors and the interconnect is affected. Oxidation of the inter-
onnect is also observed under fuel atmosphere simulating high
uel utilization [14]. Finally, chromium evaporation has been
easured especially in air [15]; chromium can be reduced (from

alence VI+ to III+) at the cathode triple phase boundary, reduc-
ng the TPB length and the electrode performance, but this effect
s lowered when operating in the intermediate temperature range.

Lowering the operating temperature in SOFCs allows the use
f ferritic steel alloys instead of more costly chromium based
lloys used at higher temperature [14,16]). The requirements for
he interconnect material can be summarized as [13,14]:

oxide scale interface stability in both fuel and oxidant atmo-
sphere, the oxide scale having to remain dense and without
cracks to avoid an increase in the oxidizing surface;
thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) close to the cell’s TEC;

sufficient electrical conductivity for the oxide scales formed
on the surface.

The critical specification for the interconnect is the ohmic
esistance of the system current collectors/interconnect. The

d
s
C

u 0.5 –
b – 0.25
i – 0.22

hmic resistance is here dominated by the contact resistance
ue to the oxide scale formed at the interface (see Fig. 1).

Ferritic steels have been investigated as potential candidates
or the metallic interconnect, with chromium content generally
etween 18 and 26% in order to approach the thermal expansion
oefficient of the cell. Minor components such as Mn, Ti, La and

have been shown to have a strong impact on the conductiv-
ty of the oxide scale formed at the interface. Two alloys were
ompared [17] and the one showing the larger growth rate for
he oxide scale showed a better conductivity: this is attributed
o the spinel rich scale forming in this alloy—the spinel phase
eing more conductive than chromium oxide. A number of dif-
erent commercial and experimental interconnect alloys have
een tested in our facilities (composition in Table 1). Fig. 2
hows the area specific resistance measured as a function of
ime for some of the tested samples exposed to air at 800 ◦C.
hree of these materials were used as interconnect materials in

epeat element and stack testing.

. Interconnect degradation modeling

.1. Model for a simple oxide scale growth
The interconnect/current collector interface conductivity
egradation can be described by a simple Wagner’s law for oxide
cale growth. This assumes that transport of the oxide form (e.g.
r2O3 for chromium forming scale) takes place by lattice dif-
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ig. 2. Interconnect degradation at 800 ◦C, expressed on the base of the contact
rea.

usion [18]. With these assumptions, the scale growth can be
escribed by a simple parabolic law [18,13,17] expressed as:

∂ξ2

∂t
= k◦

g

(χρox)2 e−Eox/RT (1)

here ξ is the scale thickness (in cm), χ the oxygen weight pro-
ortion in the oxide formed, ρox the oxide density (5.22 g cm−3

or Cr2O3) and k◦
g and Eox are the weight gain rate constant

nd activation energy for the oxide scale growth, respectively.
alues for the weight gain growth constant are in the range of
.3–4 × 10−12 g2 cm−4 s−1) while the activation energy for the
cale growth is ca. 220 kJ mol−1 [13]. The rate constant can be
xpressed in terms of thickness following the equation:

p = k◦
g

(χρox)2 (2)

here kp is the rate constant for the thickness growth of the scale.
rom the scale thickness and the oxide scale conductivity, the
rea specific resistance (ASR) for the oxide scale formed can be
xpressed:

SR = ξ

σox
(3)

oxT = σ0
ox e−Eel/RT (4)

here σox is the conductivity of the scale (in S cm−1), σ0 the
ox
onductivity constant and Eel is the activation energy for the
onductivity.

In cases where mixed ionic protective layers are used, this
imple expression is not valid [18] and alternative expressions

l
t

w

able 2
onductivity test on interconnect: history of the test

hase Temperature (◦C) Time length (h)

795 580
820 230
845 230
748 300
Fig. 3. Measurement set-up for interconnect conductivity.

re needed. Concerning Crofer22APU, which has been tested
nd used in our case, some authors claim that the growth rate
annot be fitted with a simple parabolic law [19] whereas others
howed a good fit with the same parabolic law [17]. The result-
ng area specific resistance depends not only on the thickness
f the layer but also on the conductivity of the oxide formed.
pinel oxides have a better conductivity than chromium oxide.
or chromium scale, the conductivity is expected to be in the
ange of 10−3 to 10−2 S cm−1 at 800 ◦C [13], whereas for spinel,
alues in the range of 10−2 to 1 S cm−1 are reported [20]. For
he spinel phase, conductivity depends on composition.

The present work will use the simple growth rate model. It
s considered to be sufficient and has been implemented in the
tack model for the cathode current collector interface on the
hole stack surface. The rate of growth on the interconnect is

herefore dependent on the local interconnect temperature. In
his work, an estimation of the following parameters has been
erformed from the experiments: activation energy of the scale
onductivity Eel, the constant for the scale conductivity σ0

ox, the
ate constant for the thickness kp.

Conductivity measurements have been performed with a
our-point set-up on alloy Crofer22APU used in stack testing.
he measurement was carried out by placing the interconnect
etween two SOFConnex current collectors [21] and two LSM
ellets (Fig. 3). Platinum paste is applied on the outer surfaces
f the pellets to improve current collection between platinum
esh and the pellets. The samples are placed in an oven, the

ame pressure as used in stack testing is applied to the intercon-
ect samples (40 kPa). A constant current of 1 A is applied to the
amples between both Pt meshes during the whole test duration,
he samples being of ca. 3 cm2. The resistance measured is the
otal resistance of the pellets, current collectors and interconnect
xide layers. The resistance of the pellets and the current col-

ectors has been measured separately at different temperatures
o subtract their contribution.

The test has been carried out for more than 1300 h in total
ith different phases summarized in Table 2.

Total time (h) Remarks

580 –
810 –

1040 Two general current failures
1340 Temperature drift from 745 to 752 ◦C
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Fig. 4. Conductivity measured on the interconnects.

The behavior of the conductivity for the measured intercon-
ects is shown in Fig. 4. At 795 ◦C, after more than 500 h,
he rate of increase of the resistivity is close to zero. The fur-
ace temperature increase causes the resistance to decrease in
he short term as the oxide scale conductivity is dependent on
emperature. The rate of increase of the resistance increases
s well. After more than 1000 h of exposure to high tempera-
ure, the temperature has been decreased to ca. 750 ◦C and the
onductivity was stable. From this test, the activation energy
or the oxide scale has been identified on the assumption that
he effect of the scale thickness increase during the temperature
hange is negligible (the furnace temperature change takes less
han 1 h) compared to the change in the conductivity with the
emperature. The activation energy for the conductivity for the
xide scale estimated from the measurement is of 75.2 kJ mol−1

hich is in agreement with the literature where 86.2 kJ mol−1

s reported for the activation energy of a spinel scale
20].

To determine the conductivity of the scale and the parameter
or the rate of increase of the scale, results from measurements
resented in Fig. 2 are used. The oxide scale composition on
nterconnect Crofer22APU has been analyzed and the depth of
he scale determined. The thicknesses measured and the cor-
esponding area specific resistance are reported in Table 3. For
rofer22APU, the scale thickness measured in our case is larger

han the one reported in ref. [17], ca. 78 �m/8 �m after 1800 h

f exposure.

The value of 220 kJ mol−1 has been used in the following.
stimation of the activation energy Eox from the measurements

f
p
t

able 3
arameters for the oxide scale, activation energy of the oxide scale growth assumed t

ample Time exposed (h) Temperature (◦C) Scale thickness (�m) ASR (

2APU 1130 810 ∼10 15.3
458 1361 810 ∼4 33

he activation energy for the oxide scale conductivity is assumed to be equivalent for
Sources 161 (2006) 392–403 395

hown in Fig. 4 using the expression:

∂(ASR2)

∂t
= k◦

g

(χρoxσ0
ox)2 T 2 exp

−Eox + 2Eel

RT
(5)

erived from Eqs. (3), (1) and (4) was too uncertain.

. Model for anode reoxidation risk

Anode supported cells rely on the anode composed of Ni/YSZ
ermet as mechanical support for the electrolyte. Owing to
his anode support, the cells are sensitive to redox cycling.
epending on the manufacturer, the anode thickness ranges from
00 �m to 2 mm while the electrolyte is between 5 and 20 �m
hick. The cells are mounted in the stacks in oxidized state.
he start-up procedure includes therefore a reduction step. Dur-

ng this first reduction, the microstructure of the anode changes
hen nickel oxide is reduced to metallic nickel and the poros-

ty increases. No contraction of the anode is observed for a fine
tructured anode [22]. If the reduced cell is exposed to an oxida-
ive atmosphere, reoxidation and a small expansion (on the order
r 1%) occur [22]. This expansion can create cracks in the elec-
rolyte, in the complete cell, and lead to cell failure [23,22]. The
icro-cracks cause gas cross-over decreasing OCV. The stacks

how strong failure probabilities in case of fuel shortage for a
imited time, even if they are not loaded. Anode stability is also

problem for the start-up and shut-down procedures. Redox
tability of cells is a key reliability problem for intermediate
emperature SOFC.

Local anode reoxidation can occur during operation as well.
t high fuel utilization, the partial pressure of fuel can locally be

lose to zero. In case of strong fuel depletion, the fuel atmosphere
s no longer reductive and conditions for a local reoxidation of
he anode can be encountered. On tested cells, local oxidation
as been observed (e.g. Fig. 5). A simple model to compute the
quilibrium of the Ni/NiO reaction is assumed. Implemented in a
epeat element or a stack model, it allows the prediction of anode
eoxidation risk. The equilibrium of Ni/NiO has been previously
tudied, demonstrating good agreement between thermodynam-
cs and the measured reversible voltage of the reaction by cyclic
oltammetry [24,25]. The redox reaction for the Ni/NiO oxida-
ion is simply:

i(s) + 0.5O2 → NiO(s) (6)
rom the thermodynamic data reported in Table 4: the partial
ressure of oxygen at equilibrium is computed directly from
he Gibbs free enthalpy of reaction (Eq. (7)). Fig. 6 plots the

o be 220 kJ mol−1

m� cm2) kp (cm2 s−1) kg (g2 cm−4 s−1) σ0
ox (S cm−1) k◦

p cm2 s−1

2.45 × 10−13 6.66 × 10−13 3.2 × 105 0.0126
3.27 × 10−14 8.89 × 10−14 6.2 × 104 0.0016

the T458 as for the 22APU (value of 75.2 kJ mol−1).
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Fig. 5. Reoxidized area in the corner of the cell.

Table 4
Thermodynamic data used for the Ni/NiO system
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O2
J mol−1 K−1 S◦

Ni J mol−1 K−1 S◦
NiO J mol−1 K−1

244 × 103 205 30.14 38.60

quilibrium value of oxygen partial pressure in the temperature
ange from 650 to 1000 ◦C.

eq
O2

= e2�G◦
Ni/Nio/RT (7)

At high water vapor concentration, conditions can become
xidizing. The partial pressure of oxygen on the fuel side is
omputed from the local Nernst potential and the local hydrogen

nd water concentrations.

Nernst = RT

4F
ln

Pcathode
O2

Panode
O2

(8)

Fig. 6. Oxygen partial pressure at Ni/NiO equilibrium.
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For partial pressure of oxygen higher than the equilibrium
artial pressure, the anode is at risk to be reoxidized. The kinet-
cs of the reaction are not considered in this study although some
ork is published on the subject [26]. The reoxidation risk indi-

ator riskanode reoxidation is computed on the whole surface of the
ell as follows:

iskanode reoxidation = p
eq
O2

− panode
O2

(9)

Reoxidation is likely to occur if the oxygen partial pressure
n the anode panode

O2
side is superior to the Ni/NiO equilibrium

artial pressure p
eq
O2

, i.e. when panode
O2

> p
eq
O2

. Using the reox-
dation criteria riskanode reoxidation, this reoxidation condition is
efined as satisfied when:

iskanode reoxidation < 0 (10)

In summary, the thermodynamic conditions for the reox-
dation of the anode are encountered when the indicator
iskanode reoxidation is negative. In the present model, as diffusion
ransport in the anode thickness is neglected, the indicator may
nderestimate the reoxidation potential. As a concentration gra-
ient can exist in the anode thickness, the area subject to anode
eoxidation is probably larger than the computed area with the
resent model as the local concentration close to the electrolyte
hickness is lower than the mean concentration.

. Stack degradation simulation

Different flow designs considered are shown in Fig. 7. The
tack and repeat element model, implemented in gPROMS, is
ased on a 2D flow field description and volume averaging for
he solid energy equations [27–29] where radiative boundary
onditions are applied on the faces of the stack (border of the
ells and the first and last repeat element). Degradation is tem-
erature activated as the diffusion of oxygen at the interconnect
nterface increases with temperature. Therefore, the degradation
ate is expected to be mostly dependent on stack temperature.
he local temperature in the repeat element and stack is far

rom being homogeneous and the consequences of degradation
n current density distribution are studied.

Simulation is carried out under adiabatic and non-adiabatic
oundary conditions, at a reference flow rate of 300 ml min−1

f hydrogen. Differences in operation mode are studied. The
nterconnect considered in the following is Crofer22APU.

Different criteria for degradation of a repeat element are
xpressed as:

the degradation percentage of power output between initial
and final state:

degpower = Ee(tf) − Ee(to)

Ee(to)
(11)

the percentage of apparent area specific resistance increase,

i.e. the slope of the iV curve for the repeat element or the
stack:

degAASR = AASR(tf) − AASR(to)

AASR(to)
(12)
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As temperature is not homogeneous on the active surface of the
cell, the rate of growth of the oxide scale is not homogeneous.
Therefore, the local resistance distribution (sum of all losses)
changes on the surface. Fig. 9 shows the initial and final total
ig. 7. Scheme of the counter-flow and coflow repeat element geometry conside
ase, the inlet and outlets are surrounded by zones that will not contribute to the

Degradation rates are often expressed as rate of power out-
ut decrease per time unit. This criterion is clear and useful.
owever, when comparing experiments carried out at the same

urrent density and not at the same cell potential, one has to be
arefully in the consistency of the comparison.

.1. Repeat element degradation: base case

The base configuration is that of a counter-flow repeat ele-
ent (50 cm2 active area) operated with 300 ml min−1 hydrogen

nd an air ratio of 3. The repeat element is assumed to be oper-
ted in galvanostatic mode (at 24 A). The case has been tested in
diabatic and non-adiabatic boundary conditions. The furnace
emperature was set to 750 ◦C.

The cell potential as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 8, the
ower output degradation being of 19.5 and 11.8% (for 10,000 h)
or the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases, respectively. Degrada-

ion rates decrease with time as the oxide layer growth follows a
arabolic law. The difference in degradation rate is explained by
he temperature profile difference in the two cases: the adiabatic
ase operates at an averaged temperature of ca. 900 ◦C, while

ig. 8. Potential evolution at 70% fuel utilization for a repeat element in adia-
atic and non-adiabatic boundary conditions.

F
p
fi

he active area is the surface where the cathode is screen-printed. For the coflow
conversion.

t reaches only 800 ◦C for the non-adiabatic case. The degrada-
ion is obviously explained by the increase in ohmic resistance.
ig. 9. Degradation, evolution of the current density distribution and of the
otential with time: (a) initial local ASR profile on the repeat element and (b)
nal local ASR profile on the repeat element.
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ig. 10. Degradation and evolution of the current density distribution with tim
= 10,000 h and (b) current density distribution at t = 50 h, t = 5000 h and t = 10,

esistance profile for the adiabatic case. Initially, in Fig. 9(a), the
otal local resistance is a function of the temperature only, the

inimum resistance locations corresponding to the regions with
he maximum temperatures (with total resistances of 0.25 � cm2

inimally and 0.35 � cm2 maximally). The final state shown in
ig. 9(b) is a function of the repeat element history of operation
nd temperature, the profile being here almost homogeneous
ith values in the range of 0.39–0.46 � cm2. Initially, the inter-

onnect ohmic resistance represents 6% of the losses while after
0,000 h it amounts to 40% of the total losses.

The change in resistance distribution affects the current den-
ity distribution. In Fig. 10(a and b), the classified current density
representing the fraction of the cell surface having a current
ensity larger than x A cm−2) and the current density distribu-
ion are shown for the initial state, after 5000 and 10,000 h. The

aximum current density decreases from 1.1 A cm−2 to less
han 0.9 A cm−2 in the final state, the minimum values tending
o increase. In this counter-flow case, the current density distri-
ution profile tends to be more homogeneous with progressing
egradation: the maximum temperature area is the same as the
aximum current density area in this case and therefore oxi-

ation of the interconnects occurs preferentially in this area.
his effect is seen in the non-adiabatic case as well. However,
s the temperature differences as well as the degradation rate
ecomes smaller, differences in the distributions become smaller
oo.

Degradation has been simulated for the coflow case as well.
he trend is the same as for the counter-flow repeat element,

n a constant current mode the potential decreases with time.
owever, for the same operating conditions, owing to lower

emperatures in the repeat element, the degradation rate is sig-
ificantly lowered.

.2. Sensitivity to operating parameters and to design
ariables
Local temperature defines the local degradation rate. As the
emperature field is dependent on the operating parameters and
he decision variables for the repeat element design (thicknesses,
rea, air excess ratio), the impact of these decision variables on

i
p
i
m

he counter-flow design: (a) classified current density at t = 50 h, t = 5000 h and

he degradation behavior is considered. Sensitivity analyses have
een performed for the following cases:

for a counter-flow repeat element, with a fixed geometry (base
case) and fixed flow rates (300 ml min−1 fuel and air ratio
3), the furnace temperature and the current output has been
varied;
for a coflow case, the same variations have been performed
(with the same cell area and flow-rates as for the counter-
flow);
for a counter-flow repeat element, with a fixed flow rate and
current output, the design decision variables such as cell area,
interconnect thickness, air channel height and air stoichio-
metric ratio have been varied.

The sensitivity of the degradation rate to these variables can
herefore be defined. In Fig. 11(a), the geometry is fixed (cell
rea, interconnect thickness) as well as the flow rates while the
urrent output and the furnace temperature are varied. The degra-
ation rate expressed as degAASR is plotted as a function of the
uel utilization and the mean temperature on the surface. The
egradation shows a clear linear trend with the mean temper-
ture in the solid. The sensitivity to the fuel utilization (or to
he current density) is small. In Fig. 11(b), the same total cur-
ent and fuel flow rate has been applied to all the cases while
he cell area and interconnect thickness have been varied. These
esign variations induce a change in the power density per unit
rea and unit volume that result in different temperature pro-
les. The figure shows the degradation rate as a function of the
urrent density and the mean temperature in the solid. Again the
egradation rate is a linear function of the mean temperature in
he solid while the sensitivity to the current density is low. The
esults are here the degradation expressed with degAASR and not
ith degpower. With this last criteria, the degradation present a
ependence to the current density; yet, this is partly explained
y the change in the initial cell potential that decreases with the

ncreasing current density and is not related to the degradation
henomena considered here. Finally, the results for all sensitiv-
ty cases are summarized in Fig. 12. A linear trend between the

ean temperature in the repeat element and the degradation rate
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of degradation to design and operating decision variables: (a) d
(furnace temperature, current density) and (b) degradation for the counter-flow at th
variables (cell area, interconnect thickness).
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ig. 12. Degradation rate expressed as AASR increase for all simulated cases
coflow and counter-flow—design variations and operating parameters varia-
ions).
expressed in degAASR) is established. This linear trend is valid
or different operating conditions, current densities and even
ifferent repeat element configurations. The use of this criterion
o express the degradation of stack performances is therefore

n
t
t
a

ig. 13. Stack degradation behavior, experimental and simulation degradation rate of
ariation rate at 80 h and (b) experimental degradation rate per hour on a 29 cells stac
egradation for same design (counter-flow) with changing operating parameter
e same total current and furnace temperature with changing design decision

ecommended as it allows the comparison of results even if the
onditions or initial performances are not the same.

.3. Stack degradation behavior

Long term behavior of 5, 15 and 30 cell-stacks has been
imulated in the same conditions (300 ml min−1 fuel, 750 ◦C
urnace temperature, lambda 3 and 24 A) for 10,000 h of oper-
tion. Owing to the stack temperature gradient in the stacking
irection, cell degradation is expected to be different in the stack
enter compared to the behavior at the stack extremes.

The different simulations performed exhibit a larger degra-
ation rate for the cell in the center when compared to cells at
he extremes. The degradation rate follows the temperature pro-
le on the height of the stack. This is clearly seen in Fig. 13(a)
here the cells in the stack center (30 cells stack) have a degra-
ation between initial and final state of more than 11% while
n the extremes the rate is around 9%. Maximum degradation is
hifted to cell #17 as in the model the air is fed from cell #1 and
s heated along its path; the maximum temperature is therefore

ot exactly in the stack middle (#15). This trend is confirmed by
he degradation/activation behavior of a tested stack of 29 cells:
he stack was operated in galvanostatic mode at 13 A during 44 h
t the beginning of the test. In Fig. 13(b), the cell potential vari-

a 30 cell stack: (a) simulation of degradation on a 30 cells stack: cell potential
k: cell potential variation rate at 80 h.
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Table 5
Stack degradation results, initial and final cell potential

Number of cells Middle cell Border cell

t = 0 h t = 10,000 h degpower (%) t = 0 h t = 10,000 h degpower (%)

.7 0.712 0.652 8.4
1 0.718 0.654 8.9
3 .5 0.719 0.655 8.9
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5 0.717 0.654 8
0 0.729 0.656 10
0 0.739 0.654 11

tion rate with time is shown for each of the cells in the stack:
n the border of the stack the potentials are increasing while in
he middle of the stack the potentials are decreasing. This rate
f change is determined by both the activation and the degrada-
ion phenomena. At the extremes of the stack, activation is still
ominating while in the stack center degradation has overcome
ctivation and a net degradation is measured. For the experi-
ental case, the shift in the maximum temperature is towards

ell #1, explained by the test configuration: air is fed from both
nds (for flow rate distribution reasons) and cell #1 was on top
f the stack. As combustion gases are lighter than air, they are
xpected to go towards the top of the stack.

In Table 5, simulated degradation rates for stacks of 5, 10 and
0 cells are reported for the cell in the middle of the stack and
he cell at the border. The degradation rate of the center cells
ncreases significantly with the number of cells from 8.7% for a
cells stack to 11.5% for a 30 cells stack. For the border cells,

he degradation rate is almost constant with the number of cells.
his is explained by the strong heat loss at the stack extremes

hat prevents the temperature level to rise significantly with the
umber of cells (see in refs. [27,29]). This non-homogeneous
egradation rate could lead to modify the cell potential profile
long the height of the stack; initially, owing to the temperature
istribution, the cells in the middle are performing better than the
ells on the border but degradation leads to a quasi homogeneous
rofile for 10,000 h.
.4. Comparison with experiment

A repeat element has been tested for more than 5000 h
Fig. 14). This test was performed with T458 interconnects of

Fig. 14. Long term test on a repeat element #MS21.
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Fig. 15. Simulation of the #MS21 repeat element test of Fig. 14.

.75 mm thick. The model has been used to simulate the behavior
f repeat element degradation in the same test conditions (fur-
ace temperature of 770 ◦C, a fuel flow rate of 500 ml min−1

nd an air ratio of 3).
The simulation (see Fig. 15) includes only the interconnect

egradation behavior. Therefore, the strong activation measured
etween t = 500 and 1300 h is not reproduced. Nevertheless, the
trong degradation in the first 500 h as well as the general trend is
eproduced. The simulated degradation is not as important as the
easured one as the only effect accounted for in the simulation is

he interconnect degradation. In an experiment, the degradation
bserved comes from both the interconnect and the cell resulting
n a larger degradation.

. Anode reoxidation simulation

The anode reoxidation model has been implemented in the
epeat element model to identify the critical regions and oper-
ting conditions. In previous work, the region of the fuel inlet
nd outlet corners has been identified as critical for the counter-
ow repeat element [28,30]. The operation conditions where

he reoxidation appears are identified for different flow rates
nd furnace temperature. For each operating condition, the fuel
tilization above which the anode would be reoxidized is iden-
ified.
.1. Counter-flow repeat element

The electrolyte electronic conductivity is in the range of
0–40 � cm2. Simulations have been performed for the case of
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ig. 16. Limit of possible fuel utilization as a function of furnace temperature a

single repeat element (non-adiabatic case) and the case of a
epeat element in a stack (adiabatic case). The results are pre-
ented in Fig. 16. For the adiabatic repeat element (Fig. 16(a))
perated with a furnace temperature below 710 ◦C and for the
on-adiabatic repeat element (Fig. 16(b)), the maximum possi-
le fuel utilization decreases with increasing fuel flow rate. At
10 ◦C, the limit is at 92% at 200 ml min−1 fuel flow rate and
ecreases to 89% for the adiabatic case. For the non-adiabatic
ase, the limit moves from 87 to 78%.

With an increasing flow rate, the diffusive transport becomes
elatively less important. The lean fuel concentration areas suffer
rom poor convective transport, at low flow rate, which is partly
ompensated by diffusion, but this effect becomes limited at
igher flow rate. For the adiabatic case, for furnace temperatures
ver 720 ◦C the dependence on the fuel flow rate changes, the
imit increases at low flow rate while it decreases at high flow
ate.

At high temperature, the reoxidation limit is higher

@1 × 10−13 pO2 on the fuel side) and the trend changes. This
eeds to be verified, however, as the electrochemical kinetic
arameters used are not considered as fully reliable, especially
t high temperature.

ig. 17. Hydrogen concentration profile at 80% fuel utilization for the coflow
ase.
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el flow rate: (a) adiabatic repeat element and (b) non-adiabatic repeat element.

.2. Coflow case

For the coflow case, the same simulations have been per-
ormed and the operation limit is simply the complete depletion
f fuel. The fuel concentration is sufficiently homogeneous at
he fuel outlet to avoid the anode reoxidation problem (see
ig. 17). The limitation is therefore only determined by the

otal fuel utilization (which depends on the effective current
nd the shorting current due to the electronic conductivity of the
lectrolyte).

. Conclusion

The simulation of interconnect degradation allows to explore
he impact of different operating conditions on the degradation
ehavior. The temperature is obviously the main factor on the
egradation processes and a linear relation has been established
etween the mean temperature of the stack and the degradation
ate if the latter is expressed as a rate of ASR increase. The
se of this criterion to express degradation seems interesting as
t allows to compare degradation for different operating points
onsistently. Other degradation processes such as the electrolyte
egradation have not been included in this model. However, most
f the degradation processes are thermally activated (although
ome like electrode degradation are current activated as well) and
herefore the results of this study can be qualitatively extended
o other degradation processes.

In general, the temperature in the stack should be minimized
o decrease degradation rates. Therefore, an operating tempera-
ure lowered to 750 ◦C or lower could be beneficial.

The simulation of the anode reoxidation potential shows that
or the counter-flow case, where design problems have been
dentified, the operation would be limited by the potential anode
eoxidation caused by extreme fuel depletion in some areas.
he limit of operation is dependent on the flow pattern. For the
oflow case, this limitation is not predicted to occur by the model

s the fuel concentration at the fuel outlet is homogeneous. On
he contrary, for the counter-flow case, the tested repeat element
s likely to be even more exposed to anode reoxidation. The
imulated values should therefore be taken as the high limit.
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he limit in operation for a real case is probably lowered by 5
r 10%. A more accurate flow model with CFD could estimate
he operating limit more accurately.

However, the decrease in temperature is favorable to anode
eoxidation. This is in contradiction with the degradation of the
nterconnect for which a lowering of the temperature is favor-
ble. The operation window for intermediate temperature SOFC
s therefore limited on the high temperature by the degrada-
ion of the interconnect (and probably other components) and
n the low temperature by anode reoxidation (according to ref.
26], the reoxidation kinetics seems to be mainly governed by
he diffusion processes and to present small dependence on the
emperature). The operating points concerned are the points at

aximum efficiency (high fuel utilization) at which the fuel cell
ill be operated. This anode oxidation potential should therefore
e accounted for when defining the operational limits. Anode
xidation should be accounted for in the design stage to avoid
ny stagnation point in the fuel flow pattern. This study is pre-
iminary and shows the potential of simulation to predict and
rovide information on degradation behavior. To be completed,
better characterization of the interconnect degradation at dif-

erent temperatures is suitable. Interconnect degradation on the
uel side should be included. Degradation data should be col-
ected for the electrolytes at lower temperature and if possible
ith a nickel-doped electrolyte, as anode supported cells are
rone to modify the electrolyte composition during sintering.
lectrode degradation seems difficult to implement in a near

uture.
On anode reoxidation, the sensitivity to the electrode per-

ormance should be carried out, preliminary results showed
hat the risk increases when the electrochemical performances
ecreases.
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